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Abstract

A major problem in handwriting recognition is the huge
variability and distortions of patterns. Elastic models
based on local observations and dynamic programming
such HMM are efficient to absorb this variability. But their
vision is local. Furthermore global models such Neural
Network having a fixed input size are efficient to make cor-
relations on an entire pattern. But they cannot face to length
variability and they are very sensitive to distortions. This
paper proposes to use the power of these two classes of
models. The elastic model is used to normalize the input im-
age and the fixed model performs the recognition. The elas-
tic model used is an NSHP-HMM and the global model used
is a SVM. The NSHP-HMM searchs the important features
and absorbs the distortions. According to the localisation
of these features a pattern can be normalized to a standard
size. Then the SVM is used to estimate global correlations
and classify the pattern. The first results are encouraging
and tend to confirm the validity of our approach.
Keywords : local and global view, elastic models, normal-
ization, HMM, SVM.

1. Introduction

Because of the huge handwriting variability, elastic mod-
els such as HMM,PHMMand random fields are becoming
more and more popular these last decades ([1, 8]). Based on
local observations and dynamic programming, they are able
to adapt to sample size and to absorb important distortions,
by focusing on local and interesting features in the samples
analysed. These approaches assume that the best match-
ing of local observations gives the best representation of the
global form ([5]). This assumption is not always verified,
but gives interesting properties to these models. Because of
their local view we call such models “Local View Models”

(LVM).
Other kind of models, like Support Vector Machine and
Neural Network, are used in character recognition ([9, 4]).
These models have a global vision of the pattern, but they
are very sensitive to important distortions ([3]). They have
a fixed input size that cannot face correctly to size varia-
tion. Because of their global vision, these models are named
“Global View Models” (GVM).

The aim of this work is to combine the power of these
two different approaches : to use LVM for normalization
and GVM for recognition. LVM is used for searching the im-
portant features and absorbing the distortions. According to
the localisation of these features the pattern can be normal-
ized to a standard size. Then it can be analysed by a GVM

to estimate global correlations between these features.

We choose the NSHP-HMM ([7]) for the LVM. The NSHP-
HMM is an HMM model where the observation probability
in the states is estimated by a random field ([7]). This 2D
Markov model is acting directly on binary images analyzed
column by column. Thus the normalization step can be
done at the pixel column level. Based on an HMM, it can
deal with various word lengths. We use The Viterbi algo-
rithm because it gives the best repartition of the HMM states
on the image columns.
We use the SVM as GVM ([6]). SVM are based on a kernel of
samples that gives the best separating hyperplane between
classes. These models are easy to use and fast to train and
classify. They were tested on some tasks such as classifi-
cation of digits ([9]) and western handwritten capitals ([4])
with results similar to NN. The SVM considered are only
able to separate two classes.
It is obvious that both models can be replaced by others.
They were used only to validate the principle of normaliza-
tion by LVM and recognition by GVM. Figure 1 p 2 gives the
general scheme of the system.
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Figure 1. General scheme of the system

2 Methodology

2.1 NSHP-HMM normalization

As the NSHP-HMM has a fixed height, all the images are
normalised according to this height. We consider the same
height for each word NSHP-HMM associated to each class.
The word images are converted into 0 (white pixel) and 1
(black pixel). Given a word image and a word NSHP-HMM

the Viterbi algorithm gives the best repartition of the NSHP-
HMM states on the image columns. Let ����������� de-
note the index of the state observing the column �. Let 	
be the number of the NSHP-HMMstates. Let 
 denote the
height and � the length of the input image ����. Ac-
cording to these values the normalized image 	������
has a size equal to 	 � 
 . The algorithm 1 p 2 describes
the normalization method. The figure 2 p 2 shows the pro-
cess. Intuitively it performs the pixel density observed by
each state for each height in the image columns. If any col-
umn is observed by a state the corresponding column in the
normalized image is set as white (�).

Algorithm 1 Normalization of an image by a word model

Require: a binary image �������� and a state sequence
����������.

Ensure: a normalized image 	����������
1: �Initialization : 	�������� and 	���������� are set

to 0�
2: �Normalization�
3: �Count the number of columns observed by each state�
4: for � � � to � do
5: 	������������������� � �
6: end for
7: �Normalize the input image�
8: for � � � to � do
9: for � � � to 
 do

10: �Add the current pixel to the normalized image
and divide by the total of pixels at height ��

11: 	����������������������� � �����������
	�������������������

12: end for
13: end for

Figure 2. Normalization of the word “et” by
the NSHP-HMM associated to this class

Two types of information are added for each state : 1)
the column density observed by the state, 2) the average
probability of the columns. These parameters lead to add
two lines in the normalized image.

2.2 Learning

As explained in �.1 p 1 the objective of this work is to use
the NSHP-HMM for normalization and the SVM for recogni-
tion. Both models are used in a “model discriminant ap-
proach” thus one NSHP-HMM and one SVM are associated
to each class of word. These models need to be trained.
We use cross-learning methodology for NSHP-HMM train-
ing as described in [2]. After training the NSHP-HMM is
used to normalize all the database. Then the corresponding
SVM is trained to separate the normalized images of its class
to the normalized images of the other classes. The figure 3
p 3 shows the different learning steps for one class.

2.3 Recognition

The global recognition process follows the stages given
in figure 1 p 2. The SVM output is a non-normalized dis-
tance between the analyzed sample and the separating hy-
perplane. A sample belongs to the class if the distance is
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Figure 3. Different training steps for one class

positive and is rejected if the distance is negative. This dis-
tance is not a probability. The recognition step can use the
SVM output in three simple ways :

� The first one consists in only considering the images
for which only one SVM answers good and reject
the others. This is the best way considering that the
output value of a SVM is not a probability and is non-
normalized.

� The second way consists in considering the distances
given by the SVM for each class and taking the class
with the highest distance as the good answer. The ad-
vantage of this method is to have no rejection and thus
the results can be easily compared. But the distance
has no real signification between the different classes.

� The third way combines the two precedent ones by
rejecting samples that have only negative or null dis-
tances, and taking the class with highest distance if
more than one positive distance occurs.

Further works can use a normalization of the distances
as proposed in [4].

3 Results and discussion

3.1 Results

Our method was applied on french bank check words.
The database contains 10321 images distributed in 28
classes (table 1 p 4). The NSHP-HMM associated to each
class takes into account some misspellings. ��� of the sam-
ples (6798 samples) are used for training both NSHP-HMM

and SVM and the last ��� (3523 samples) is used for tests.
The NSHP-HMM are 20 pixels height. For a given class

the NSHP-HMM state number is approximatively half the av-
erage length of word images (estimation based on letters
mean size). The SVM input size is determined according to
these parameters.
Table 2 p 4 shows the results of the Viterbi classification us-
ing the NSHP-HMM and the results of the SVM classification

after normalization by the NSHP-HMM. To have a compari-
son we test the SVM with a linear normalization of the im-
ages using the same training and testing sets. The linear
normalization gives the same dimensions as the markovian
normalization.

The scores are similar for the two normalization methods
when considering rejection, with higher rejection rate when
normalizing by NSHP-HMM. The observation of some state
repartitions shows that the major problem comes from bad
repartitions of the NSHP-HMM states on the image columns.
To confirm this point and to have a better evaluation of our
work hypothesis, a new test has been done considering only
the samples that are correctly classified by the NSHP-HMM

at the recognition stage. For these samples we hope that the
repartition is generally good. The results are reported in the
table 3 p 4.

The new scores are still similar for the two normaliza-
tion methods but the rejection rate are closer. This tends
to confirm that the state distribution is the basic problem
of the first tests. The comparative improvement when us-
ing only distances for the classification is very encouraging
and shows that a good normalization stage greatly improves
the final scores. These results and some problems will be
discussed now.

3.2 Discussion

The major problem encountered is the lack of samples
that causes a low performance of the NSHP-HMM. With bad
training the NSHP-HMM has difficuties to correctly dispatch
its states on an image and then the normalization step gives
bad results. While based on this normalization the SVM has
more difficulties at training and recognition stages and its
results become low. This point is very important and needs
more work to correctly show the interest of the proposed
approach.

The power of the NSHP-HMM was not entirely taked into
account. As proposed in [7] it is possible to use some sym-
metries of the images to improve the reliability of the sys-
tem. These symmetries can be used for the SVM too and
should improve the results. With the linear normalization
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Table 1. Number of samples for each class of words
Label un deux trois quatre cinq six sept huit neuf

Samples 48 580 334 612 381 245 214 209 175

dix onze douze treize quatorze quinze seize vingt trente quarante
376 37 67 35 37 60 45 558 154 170

cinquante soixante cent mille francs et centimes frcs cts
224 271 1693 950 2096 302 198 97 153

Table 2. Recognition rate for differents approachs
Normalization Recognition Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 5 Reject

NSHP-HMM 67.41% 79.05% 84.19% 89.81% 0.00%

NSHP-
HMM

SVM+distance 72.64% 82.26% 86.57% 90.60% 0.00%
SVM+reject 92.64% 95.63% 97.20% 98.15% 40.25%

SVM+dist+reject 91.02% 93.22% 94.08% 94.57% 36.76%

Linear
SVM+distance 76.30% 85.35% 89.50% 93.50% 0.00%

SVM+reject 91.61% 95.20% 96.54% 97.79% 31.96%
SVM+dist+reject 90.35% 92.23% 93.19% 93.92% 29.09%

Table 3. Recognition rate of “good” samples
Normalization Recognition Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 5 Reject

NSHP-
HMM

SVM+distance 85.14% 92.63% 95.12% 97.09% 0.00%
SVM+reject 96.59% 98.35% 98.98% 99.43% 25.94%

SVM+dist+reject 95.08% 98.22% 98.97% 99.41% 22.11%

Linear
SVM+distance 85.01% 92.46% 95.33% 97.35% 0.00%

SVM+reject 95.87% 98.46% 99.01% 99.45% 23.54%
SVM+dist+reject 94.73% 98.35% 98.94% 99.41% 20.84%

Table 4. Effect of symmetries and algorithms on the NSHP-HMM results
Recognition Top 1 Top 2 Top 3 Top 5

Viterbi � symmetrie 67.41% 79.05% 84.19% 89.81%
Viterbi 	 symmetries 75.12% 85.58% 89.29% 92.83%

Baum-Welch � symmetrie 70.93% 81.44% 85.97% 90.76%
Baum-Welch 	 symmetries 76.40% 86.03% 89.20% 92.97%
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these symmetries should not make any difference for the
SVM. table 4 p 4 shows the impact of symmetries on the
NSHP-HMM recognition rate.

Considering these points the results are encouraging.
Currently the comparison between linear and markovian
normalization gives similar results for scores with rejec-
tion, with more rejection for the markovian normalization
for a little general improvement. But the markovian nor-
malization was penalized by the lack of samples and was
not entirely exploited. Improving the NSHP-HMM learning
should improve the normalization quality and thus increase
the scores. The comparison of scores obtained without re-
jection tends to confirm this hypothesis.

3.3 Search ways

One important advantage of the markovian normaliza-
tion is that it can be used to normalize letters rather than
words. For the first works the normalization was made only
on entire words but the construction of a word NSHP-HMM

allows to easily retrieve to which letter belongs each state of
the word model ([2]). Considering that, it is possible to use
the SVM only on normalized letters and thus to use them in
an analytical approach. This cannot be done with the linear
normalization.

The normalization method used here is simple and could
be improved. The grey level could be ameliorated using the
probabilities of each observed column. In the same order
using Baum-Welch algorithm rather than Viterbi algorithm
could improve this stage (table 4 p 4). More information
given by the NSHP-HMM could be added.

The normalization step should be made more finely. Cur-
rently we use NSHP-HMM for the normalization at the col-
umn level. But a finer model adaptable in the two dimen-
sions should give better results. In the same idea the state
repartition of the NSHP-HMM needs to be improved to have
a good normalization on the images belonging to the class.

The major drawback of SVM is that their output cannot
be interpreted as a probability. Using NN for the GVM can
overcome this problem.

Our approach is designed in two parts. The first one can
be used as a preclassification when using certain kind of
LVM such as HMM-based models. The second part can take
the advantages of the first step for the normalization and the
representation level (word, letter, etc.).

Another interesting way is to ameliorate the NSHP-HMM

learning using the SVM recognition to determine the best
state repartition. In a more general scheme the informations
given by the GVM could be used to improve the reliability
of the LVM normalization.

4 Conclusion

This work describes how a “local view model” such
as NSHP-HMM can be used to normalize an image for the
recognition by a “global view model” such as SVM. The
state distribution proposed by the Viterbi algorithm for an
NSHP-HMM is used to normalize an image. The first results
tend to confirm the interest of this approach by improving
the scores while considering correctly normalized samples.

The major problem encountered is the lack of samples
that decreases the NSHP-HMM normalization performances
and thus the global system performances. More work is
needed to solve this important problem and validate entirely
the proposed approach.

The proposed scheme is very general and several works
can be made to explore the possibilities of such an approach.
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